Anti-Oppression Resources

Video

- 21-Day Racial Equity Habit Building Challenge, America and Moore
- A Lifelong Guide to Allyship, Catherine Hernandez
- Recognizing and Combating Unconscious Bias, Jennefer Witter
- The Urgency of Intersectionality, Professor Kimberlé Crenshaw
- Understanding and Dismantling Privilege, The Privilege Institute
- What is Transformative Justice? Barnard Center for Research on Women

Non-fiction

- Between the World and Me by Ta-Nehisi Coates
- Beyond Inclusion, Beyond Empowerment by Leticia Nieto with Margot F. Boyer, Liz Goodwin, Garth R. Johnson, Laurel Collier Smith
- Blindspot: Hidden Biases of Good People by Mahzarin Banaji and Anthony Greenwald
- Caste: The Origins of Our Discontents by Isabel Wilkerson
- Feminism Is for Everybody by bell hooks
- Frontiers of Justice: Disability, Nationality, Species Membership by Martha Nussbaum
- Lies My Teacher Told Me: Everything Your American History Textbook Got Wrong by James W. Loewen
- The Fire Next Time by James Baldwin
- The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness by Michelle Alexander
- The Will to Change: Men, Masculinity, and Love by bell hooks
- What Does It Mean to Be White?: Developing White Racial Literacy by Robin DiAngelo
- Writing Beyond Race: Living Theory and Practice by bell hooks

Fiction

- Americanah by Chimamanda by Ngozi Adichie
- A Thousand Splendid Suns by Khaled Hosseini
- Black Enough: Stories of Being Young and Black in America edited by Ibi Zoboi
- Dear Martin by Nic Stone
- If Beale Street Could Talk by James Baldwin
- If I Was Your Girl by Meridith Russo
- I’m Not Dying With You Tonight by Kimberly Jones and Gilly Segal
• *Invisible Man* by Ralph Ellison
• *Such A Fun Age* by Kiley Reid
• *The Bluest Eye* by Toni Morrison
• *The Hate U Give* by Angie Thomas
• *Their Eyes Were Watching God* by Zora Neale Hurston
• *There, There* by Tommy Orange